
 

 

Case Study: Whole Foods Market, Austin, TX 

 

When you study the marketing of this Austin, Texas location for the Whole Foods 
Market chain, what instantly strikes one is the heavy integration across all their 
platforms.  Not only do they have a beautifully branded and optimized Twitter profile, 
but the website their Twitter profile link takes you to allows you to interact with their 
other social media profiles. 



 

 

 

Note they include, well within the prime top third of the webpage (in addition to a 
newsletter call-to-action): 

• Facebook and Twitter buttons so you can instantly connect with them on 
these platforms, if you prefer 

• A Twitter widget in the prime right-hand side of the screen, displaying tweets 
that carry a good mix of solid information (e.g. upcoming events) and 
fascinating content 

When you click on the “View/download our Sales Flyer” hyperlink (underneath 
the “Connect with the Domain store” headline), you instantly see: 

• The hyperlinked command to “Tweet” on their actual website sales flyer 

  



 

 

Unfortunately there is one fly in the ointment here that seriously undermines the 
command to “tweet” the sales flyer – graphics of the sale items are completely 
missing.  (If this is deliberate, they might want to re-think that strategy!) 

 

(Of course, it may just be a browser problem: You can’t actually tell from the code.) 

But click on that Facebook link on the home page, and you’re taken to graphically 
beautiful page that is representative of what they are promising (i.e. selling). 

 



 

 

They get top marks for optimizing their App tabs – especially for providing a link 
to their Instagram feed – yet another social platform that is currently exploding in 
popularity with the mobile crowd. 

 

And they do an acceptable job of branding through their photos, Logo and using 
clear, descriptive keywords that instantly give you “picture” in your mind of what 
they are all about as a business entity: 

• “Specialty Grocery Store 

• “Community” 

• “Whole Foods Market” 
They also get top marks for inviting readers to instantly interact with them – 
through their Photos tab. This doesn’t usually happen with the compulsory 
Photos tab, but Whole Foods posts an array of photos that are actually 
infographics containing information that makes people want to know more.  
These infographics are helpful, useful – and with each, WF invites customer 
comments that validate their helpfulness and provide testimonials.  

 
 



 

 

Actually click on their Instagram tab to check out their feed, and you find: 

• A well-branded Instagram profile header 

• Plenty of both staff and customer photos in the feed 

 

Their content is compelling too – it compels the reader to investigate further and 
read on.  For example, the photos that contain infographics that quickly show you 
“the simple way to slice a mango” or contain wine tips… and “tools” you can use like 
their “Eco Rating System”.  (The Facebook link takes you to the actual blog post – 
which explains one of WF’s biggest benefits – it’s easy-to-use rating system. 

 



 

 

In short, Whole Foods Market (specifically the Austin, Texas location) focuses all its 
energies on a single goal: To become the “Go-to” food store – and resource center 
– for Austin, Texas. For that alone, they get top marks! 

What Whole Foods Market could improve on: 

Well, there are the “missing” photos in the sales flyers. 

And another suggestion would be to introduce at least one key staff member who 
could give a personality and “voice” – and provide customer service via the 
Facebook page – though this is strictly a tip to consider rather than a “must”. 

And they could tighten their branding by deciding on and unifying their color 
palette across all their social networks and sites.  

For example, they already use:  

• A “cool” color palette (aqua and greens) on their Twitter Profile 

• A “hot” palette (reds, oranges and yellows) on their Facebook Page 

• A “neutral” palette (black and charcoal) on their website and blog! 

(The logo background also varies between black and green.) 

 

The real proof, however, is in the degree of customer engagement – and the stats. 

 

They are getting a great response on Facebook and Instagram – but they could 
improve their Twitter response by tweeting more than links to their own events and 
blog posts – and perhaps holding a Twitter contest; or educating people about 
Twitter’s own native Instagram competitor, Vine.   

They are getting great Instagram response so maximizing Vine is perhaps not so 
important – but utilizing more of Twitter’s great features could significantly help 
increase their viral reach.  

 


